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ABSTRACT 
An industrial production-distribution planning problem encompassing multisite batch 

processing plants, warehousing and distribution operations, containing a large number of 
process operational constraints has been investigated using both Supply-Demand Network and 
Resource-Task Network approaches. Both approaches have been able to solve the problem 
optimally and generated an integrated product distribution plan; but the distribution patterns 
are found to be different. Detailed analysis indicate that the Resource-Task Network approach 
offers a higher potential in solving varieties of integrated planning problems including 
complicated batch process operations.. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The work reported here is based on a short term multisite production and distribution 
scheduling problem posed to the Centre for Process Systems Engineering by a multinational 
manufacturing and distributing company. 

A literature survey showed that the most common approach in solving such problem is 
through the mathematical formulation of a network system [ 1-3] which requires specifying the 
exact "capacity" of the plants as well as the constraints associated with those plants so that an 
achievable plan can be developed. 

However for batch process plants it is fairly difficult to specify the exact capacity, 
particularly due to their capability of producing varieties of products with different processing 
times and process routes. A survey of the literature indicates that these facts are not 
considered while developing the production and distribution plan for such plants. Generally, 
overall static numbers such as machine hour, labour hour, tons of items etc. are used to 
represent the capacity of these plants in the formulation. This may be misleading. Perhaps the 
inclusion of more detailed/dynamic capacity restrictions of the plant in the formulation will be 
more appropriate. 
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Therefore, a slightly different concept is adopted in solving the problem. In this concept, 
all the operational activities and the constraints of the batch process plants are captured and 
linked with the warehousing and distribution activities of the system. Then an integrated 
product distribution plan is developed through an integrated mathematical formulation. The 
novelty of this concept is the inclusion of the dynamic capacity of the plant in the formulation 
as it changes with operational activities such as product type change over, product size change 
over etc. 

Based on this concept, two different approaches in solving the problem have been 
investigated. In the first approach, a Supply-Demand Network methodology is used and in the 
second approach the Resource-Task Network [4] technique is used. For both approaches, 
production and distribution plans from the sources to destinations are developed by 
optimising appropriate mathematical models. 

Section two contains a brief description of the problem which is used for this investigative 
work. Section three deals with Supply-Demand Network approach. Section four deals with the 
Resource-Task Network approach for solving the planning problem. In section five, the whole 
process has been compared using the results obtained so far. Finally, in section six, some 
conclusions are made highlighting the areas where further investigations are required. 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The organisation has three highly flexible batch processing plants which can make 
varieties of products. The capacities of these plants are different, but each plant can make all 
the products. Briefly, the process operations include Mixing, Intermediate storage and 
Packaging in a range of equipment. The packaged units are despatched to distribution outlets 
via three warehouses. Considering the type, size and variants each of these plants can make at 
least 288 varieties of products in terms of final stock keeping units (SKU). 

The company has set up eighteen distribution outlets at various locations for servicing the 
local distributors. Based on weekly demand of the distribution outlets, the company is keen to 
know the best production and distribution plan so that the three batch-processing plants can 
develop feasible schedules to make these finished products and despatch them. Some of the 
important data relating to the problem are given in Tables l a and lb. 

3. SUPPLY-DEMAND NETWORK APPROACH-  Product distribution plan 

In this approach, the entire system from the source (including process operations) to 
destinations has been treated as a Supply-Demand Network (SDN) system. Figure 1, shows a 
simplified network system of the problem, which contains three sets of nodes: Process plants 
(P), Warehouses (W) and Distribution outlets (D). Process plant nodes include a number of 
sub-processing nodes representing various operations of a batch plant such as mixing, packing 
etc. Each node of the system performs either the function of supplying materials or receiving 
materials or both. 

Due to limitations of space, the mathematical formulation of the problem is not included in 
this paper. Briefly, the basic objective function of the mathematical formulation (LP model) is 
to minimise the transportation cost of final end product (SKU) from the source to destination 
while satisfying the distribution outlet's demand. The formulation considered: (1) Capacity 
constraints of each process plant which included the process route, product types, sizes, 
variants etc., and the process equipment specifications as shown in Table la, (2) Material 
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balance constraints across the entire network system and (3) Demand constraints of 
distribution outlets. The methodology applied in deriving the solution is very similar to the 
Transshipment Model reported in the literature [1,3]. Based on this formulation, an 
application program was developed using the GAMS modelling language [5] and the CPLEX 
solver [6] which ran successfully on an Ultra workstation and gave an optimum solution 
within reasonable time. The distribution plan of a typical product from process plants to the 
warehouses as obtained from this solution is shown in Table 2a. In Table 2b the distribution 
plan of the same product from warehouses to various distribution outlets is given. 

4. RESOURCE-TASK NETWORK APPROACH- Product distribution plan 

In the second approach, the entire system from the source (including process operations) to 
destinations has been treated as a R e s o u r c e - T a s k  N e t w o r k  (RTN) system - a framework 
recently presented by Pantelides [4] for a range of process scheduling problems. Figure 2 
shows a simplified network system of the problem under consideration, where a rectangular 
box represents a task or activity and a circle with a directed arc represents a resource. The 
node of this network system is the task and all the inputs to the task and outputs of the task are 
treated as resources including the unit / equipment item in which this task is carried out. 

Again, due to limitations of space, the mathematical formulation of the problem is not 
included in this paper. Detailed works on the RTN system are now available [7-8]. The 
objective function of the formulation is to maximise the total profit while satisfying the 
distribution outlet's demand. Briefly the formulation considered: (1) Excess resource balance 
constraints (2) Excess resource capacity constraints and (3) operational constraints. Based on 
this objective function and constraints, a first order RTN aggregate model was set-up and a 
program was written in GAMS modelling language. The program used the OSL solver [9] and 
ran successfully on an Ultra workstation which gave an optimum solution within reasonable 
time. The distribution plan of a typical product from process plants to the warehouses as 
obtained from this solution is also shown in Table 2a. Again, in Table 2b the distribution 
plan of the same product from warehouses to various distribution outlets is given. 

5. COMPARISON 

Having developed two optimised production and distribution plans using two different 
approaches, it is now possible to compare the whole process. Compared to the SDN approach, 
the RTN approach requires a longer solution time due to the presence of integer variables. 
Very interesting observations can be made from the product delivery plans presented in Table 
2a and 2b. First of all, it is clear from Table 2a, that the plan generated by SDN approach, all 
the plants will deliver this product to their local warehouse, instead of distributing them to 
various warehouses, due to the lower transportation cost. On the other hand, in the distribution 
plan generated by the RTN approach, Plant 1 will deliver this product to all the three 
warehouses and incidentally, Plant 3, will not deliver any of this material to the three 
warehouses. But both approaches have satisfied the demand. This variation may be due to 
more rigorous formulation of RTN system, which has taken into account of product 
changeovers and storage facilities in detail. Next, from Table 2b, it appears that compared to 
the RTN approach, the spread of delivery service provided by each warehouse in the SDN 
approach is very limited. For example, Warehouse one will distribute the same material only 
to two distribution outlets using the SDN approach, whereas using RTN approach, the 
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Warehouse one will distribute the same material to five distribution outlets, and therefore will 
have more distribution routes to cover. Similar observations can be made for other two 
warehouses. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, two methodologies have been introduced and compared for developing 
optimised production- distribution plans encompassing multisite batch process operations, 
warehouses and distribution outlets using a novel concept where dynamic capacities of batch 
process operations and other associated constraints are included in the formulations. Both 
approaches have been able to solve the problem requiring transportation of large number of 
variants of SKU. However, on the whole, it appears that the RTN approach is more realistic 
and offers higher potential for handling complicated process events. It is therefore necessary 
to continue further research work with the RTN approach to prove its value. The SDN 
approach may be difficult to manage for complicated batch process operations involving large 
number of process equipment, because the formulation relies mainly on the material balance 
of all the streams at each node. 

Although both formulations can generate optimised plans by taking into account of 
dynamic capacities of batch process plants, which should to a large extent ensure that these 
plans are achievable, still there is no guarantee that they are fully feasible at the plant level. 
Therefore there is still a need for confirmation of the feasibility of these plans at the batch 
process plant level which is usually done by performing detailed short term scheduling of the 
proposed plan. To this extent, the Centre for Process Systems Engineering has already 
developed a short term production scheduling package "gBSS" [10] which is ideal for such 
feasibility analysis. The end results which are obtained from this work can be easily interfaced 
to the gBSS software package. Preliminary results of this analysis with this package are very 
encouraging. 
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Table la 
Process equipment specifications 

Table lb 
Transport cost per ton 

Plant Item Avl. Bat. Bat. Eric. Rate Suitable L o c n .  W 1  W 2  W 3  
hr size time % ton/ for 

per ton (min) hr Plant 1 0 71 64 
week D C D C 

Plant 2 71 0 81 
Y N 

Plant 3 60 6 ! 0 
Y Y 

D1 0 0 0 
N Y 

D2 0 0 0 
Y Y 

D3 140 60 135 
Y N 

D4 43 56 17 
Y N D5 0 0 0 
Y Y D6 0 0 0 
Y N D7 41 54 18 
Y Y D8 41 46 36 
Y N D9 46 50 36 
N Y D10 70 4 61 
Y Y D l l  39 49 11 
Y Y DI2 0 0 0 
Y N D13 23 104 79 
Y N DI4 0 75 63 
N N D15 0 0 0 
N Y D16 0 0 0 
Y N DI7 0 0 0 
Y N D18 0 0 0 

Mixer 1 112 15 52 0 85 
Plant 1 Mixer 2 112 15 52 75 85 

Line A 105 
Line B 105 
LineD 105 
Mixer 1 112 15 52 0 85 

Plant 2 Mixer 2 112 15 52 75 85 
Line 5 120 
Line 7 165 
Line 8 120 
Line 10 120 
Mixer 1 112 15 36 66 85 

Plant 3 Mixer 2 112 15 36 66 85 
Line 2 120 
Line 3 105 
Line 4 105 
Line 6 150 
Line 7 105 
Line 8 105 

x 
x 
3.15 
6.3 
10 
x 
x 
4.5 
1.26 
6.48 
2.25 
x 
x 
4.2 
14.4 
4.2 
1.47 
7.74 
1.5 

Note: D = Distribution outlet 

Table 2b 
A typical weekly product delivery plan from Warehouses 
to Distribution outlets: Dilute material 1 

Outlet Demand Supply-Demand Network approach 
(ton) (SDN) 

W1 W2 W3 

Resource-Task Network approach 
(RTN) 

W1 W2 W3 
D1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D3 67.04 0 67.04 0 25 44 0 
D4 30.92 0 0 30.92 0 27 5 
D4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D7 141.25 0 0 141.25 55 10 72 
D8 82.96 0 0 82.96 0 84 0 
D9 386.51 0 386.51 0 0 249 140 

D10 257.66 0 257.66 0 0 177 83 
DI 1 54.61 0 0 54.61 27 23 5 
D12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D 13 43.64 43.64 0 0 36 9 0 
D 14 932.66 932.66 0 0 232 448 255 
DI5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DI6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DI7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DI8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 1997.25 976.3 711.21 309.74 375 1071 560 

Grand total (ton) �9 1997.25 Grand total (ton) �9 2006 

Table 2a 
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A typical weekly product delivery plan from Process Plants to 
Warehouses: Dilute material 1 

Process Plant Supply-Demand Network approach 
W1 W2 W3 

Plant 1 976.30 0 0 
Plant 2 0 711.21 0 
Plant 3 0 0 309.74 
Total 976.30 711.21 309.74 

Grand total (ton) : 1997.25 

Resource-Task Network approach 
W1 W2 W3 

340 151.93 560 
40 919.06 0 
0 0 0 

380 1070.99 560 
Grand total (ton) : 2010.9 

L 

Process Plants Warehouses Distbn. outlets 

Fig. 1. A simplified Supply-Demand Network system of example problem 

FPAP F IV RTP 

T2 

FPAPD 

Mixer S Tank Pack line 

KEYS: 
IV= Intermediate variants RTP= Ready to pack FPAP= Final product at plant 
TPAW= Transported product at warehouse FPAPD = Final product at place of demand 
F- Feed M= Mixing S= Storing P= Packing TI= Transportl T2= Transport2 

Fig. 2. A simplified Resource-Task Network system of example problem: Plant 1 




